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I

SCUM PROTESTS 'DIRTY KISS'
A11ti-Smut Group To Petition:

For Ohio Legislative Action
By BOB RYAN

News Executive Editor

The Student Committee to Upgrade l\fovics launched a renewed offcnsi\'C Thursday against what a 1;pokcsman dcsnibcd
as "llw increasingly blatant tumescence of Hollywood" and
anno11ncccl that it is carrying its war against obscene motion
pictures to the Ohio lcgislaLure.

-Nct11s (Ryan.I Photo

'Pollg The Pistol' Seeks· Gena Wlaile St11dents Seek Ban
Actress Kim Novak (left) crawls ovet' a bath~
room floor looking for a· -diamond which d1·opped
o~t,.of· "i-ier navel in a scene ·fl'oin ''Kiss Me, Stupid."
D~le Schmidt,· clerk of Cinriinnati City Council-

_(right), studies student petitions seeking to ban
the controversial film on the gi·o\lnd it is obscene.
(See story)

>

Sports Editor Wallace Gets Top News Post;
Succeeds, Gardiner,, First Evening Chief
. Terrence J.-- Wallace, an
from Cleveland, Ohio, has been named
to Rucceed Hubert .i. Gardi-.
ner as editor-in-chief of The
-Xavier News, Rev. Thomas
G. Savage, S.J., faculty advisor to the publication, announced Thursday.
- The. 20-year-old junior will
take over the editorial reins
Monday.
~nglish ~najor

. WALLACE joined the News
stall in 196~ as a sports reporter
and was appointed sports editor
last September. He is a 1962
·graduate of St. Ignatius- High~
School, Cleveland, w h e_ r e he
served as sports editor of The
·Eye, a student journal. He was
- also -sports editor of the Ohio
University Journalism Work•
_1hop in 1961.
An active member of the Sodality, its Speaker's Apostolate,
and the Knights of Columbus,
Wallace cu1Tently serves as
.chairman of the Student Council
,Spiritual Committee.
"We will make every effort to
.eontinue the editorial policy and
the high caliber ot journalism
which has made The News the
.number one college weekly in
Ohio,'' Wallace siated yesterday'
The top honor was one of tour·
-ftrst place awards presented The
News by the Ohio College News' paper Association at its annul!_l.
convention in Dayton last sp1·ing.
In announcing Wallace's appointment, Father Savage paid
t1·ibute to the retiring editor and
his staff: "Under Hugh Ga1·diner,
the paper'• achievements were
recognized by the OCNA when
the first pface trophy was awa1·ded. On behalf of administt·ation,
.faculty, and student body, I wish
to thank and congratulate Hugh

TERRY WAI.LACE

HUGH GARDINER
The first shall be last? •••

Vows hi.gh caliber •••

Gardiner, Bob Ryan-the executive editor and a former editorin-chief himself, and the entire
staff of The News on a job well
done."
Gardiner, H, a Junior In &he
Colle«e of Buslnftlll Administration, was the firs& evenlnc divi·
don student to aehieve the top
edftorlal poet. He Is also prob•
ablJ' &lie lu&.
New resulatlona promulcated ·
la Deeember bJ' &be univen~t,.
B o a r d of Trustees stipulate,
amonc other thlnp, &be editor·
ln-ehlef mua& be a full-time student In the under1raduate daJ'
dlvlllloa. The edlet followed a
bearln1 by a special sub-eemmU&ee of Uae Welfare &Oard on News
pollcle9 and praetlces.
_
The retiring editor-in-chief is
the advertising staff at The
Cincinnati Enquit'er. He was
awarded fi1·st· place for the "best
news st01·y of 1964" at the OCNA
convention. The award-winning·
piece was an interp1·etatlve article de al in i with Cincinnati

councilmanic politics and inh'aparty squabbles. Gardiner also
served as adjutant to Captain
Donald J, Vester, hims elf a
Xavier graduate, in the Kenton
County (Kentucky) Juvenile Department.
"I can think of no one on
campus more qualified to assume
the responsibility of continuing
to produce an effective weekly
publication than Te1·ry Wallace,"
Gardiner said Thursday. "He has
the integrity, ability, and courage to perpetuate the tradition of
professional journalism established at Xavier two years ago
by Bob Ryan, Dave Cook, Alex
MacG-regor, and Alan Vonderhaa1·.
"I -am confident that he will
continue to adhe1·e to Ryan's edi.torial maxim-th~t the ultimate
duty of an ethical newspaper is
to 'comfort the afflicted and to
afflict the comfortable in bold
marriage with the facts - no
matter how painCul or inconven•
ient.'"

on

"WE WILL PETITION the
, legislatu1·e to revise and clarify
the Ohio criminal statute against
this trash," David W. Cook, Xavier senior and chairman of
SCUM, slated yesterday,
The decision was made In the
wake of a report by City Manager William Wichman that local
authorities cannot prevent exhibition of the United Artlst.11 production, "Kiss Me, Stupid." In
a letter to Cincinnati City Council, Wichman stated that the controversial movie is in "poor
taste" but Is "not actionable in
eourt under the obscenity law."
Wichman's report came in response to 5500 petitions asking
governmental intervention to halt
exhibition of the film in Cincinnati. The petitions, signed by
CHAIRMAN COOK
local high school and university
"A -titanically dirty joke , ••
students, were filed with City
Council by SCUM representatives called Climax, Nevada. Directed
on January 27.
by Billy Wilder, th e leading
Cook disclosed that 2500 addi- couple is played by Kim Novak
tional signatures have been ob- and Dean Mal'lin.
tained since the original petitions
It has been banned in :Mil•
were filed and that the letter of waukee.
protest is still circulating.
SCUM members initially pre•
The SCUM statement -reads, in
sented
their protest to Joseph.
part: "We feel that ti.is film, beAlexander, manager of the Al_cause of its crude and suggestive
dialogue, its leering treatment bee Theatre, 5th and Vine Sts.,
ol marital and extra-marital sex, where the film is scheduled to
run th r o ugh next Tuesday,
and its prurient preoccupation
Alexander
told them-petition9
with lechery, constitutes a real
threat to the already decllnin1 or not-the movie w o u l d be
shown as planned, Dissatisfied
moral standards of the American
people. Therefore, we students with the reception, SCUM then
registered the complaint w"f;h.
ask you not to allow this baldCity Council and picketed the
faced condonatlon of Immorality
theater for two days.
to be shown in Cincinnati.
Albee officials then cautious" 'Kiss Me, Stupid,' is one ot
ly p 1 a c e d a ten-foot "adults
the dirtiest major film produconly" billboard in front of the
tions ever made in America. It
marquee and refused admission
has been described as 'crude and
unbelievably dirty,' as a 'sordid to several high school students
whose ages were questioned by
piece ol realism which iS aesthetthe picketers. The theater manically as well as morally repulager refused to release attendsive.' Time magazine has called
ance figures to the press, but
it a 'dirty joke' that 'scraped its
observers stated that it seemed
blue-'black humor off the floor
to be "about average for a 'B'
of a honky-tonk night club.' Life
magazine called it a 'titantically picture.''
dirty joke, an embarrassment ta.
audiences, the performers, and
the industry which produced it.''
And Time and Life are not exactly prudish publications.''
Tl\e production, w h i c h reRichard King, WCKY morning
volves around a traveling sales- disc jockey whose cause ce!ebre
man-bedroom comedy th em e,.
was the establishment of coedu•
portrays marital cheating and
eatioil at Xavier, left the Cincinprostitution in a fictional town nati radio airways~ last Friday
for an unannounced reason,
His ten-month crusade to bring
girls to the undergra6uate day
, M1·s. Carrie Tunstall, 57, 3436 division was a "miserable ra:~
Pleasant View Ave.,- was taken to ure," King ruled. The effort, banJewish Hospital by the Life nered in limping Latin Puellae
Squad Wednesday after suffering in Xavierae, d1·ew initially ena heart attack while working in thusiastic response fr.om a corp•
the kitchen of Hinkle Hall. Mrs. oral's guard of campusites, but
Tunstall has been under a phy· interest eventually dwindled.
King ·has been exiled to en•
sician's care since suffering •
virons unknown.
similar seizure last fall.

Crusader l{ing
Loses Th~ War

Cook Stricken in Hall
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News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:

. 11.

~Th~avler ne111s

e

Intteasecl emphasis on the
of the ind.ividttal
atudent throuuh the wise adminbtration ot the principle of aub~espomibiHtv

"Far better lies well-told to buttress Truth!"

~diaritv.

SlH'.'.'OR·lN·CHlEF •••• , ••••••••••• , •..••.•.••••••••. Hubert J. Gnrdiner, '81
i·xECUTIVE EDITOR, ....••..••.......•• , , •••• , , .Robert A. Rynn. Jr., '6b
ASSISTAN'I 'fO THE EXECU'l'lVE EDl'rOR ••• , •• , •• ,., •••• Donnn Gnlvio, '87
MANAGJNG EDITOIL
.•.... , • . • . • .
. .. 1•• , •. Dnvhl ,W Cook, '611
ASSOCIATE EDITORS •••.•.•• ,,, •• ,, ••• Robert O'Brien, '64: Wlllinm Keck, '66
J:VENING DlVISI0:-1 EDITOR •• ,.,,,,., •••• , •• ,., •• , •••• Torn IWerbroek, '67
l!USINF.SS MANAGER .••.••••••••••• ,,,, ........... , ....... John Jeffre. '35
l!PORTS I~DITOR •••••• , •• , , •• , , , • , , ••••••• , •.• , • , •• , •.. Terry WnJlnce. '66
COLU~I !'I ISTS,.,,. , ••••.•••• , , , . , , . Jerry Stenger, '66; Dick Grupenhofl', '68
•~JPOltTERS,, • , ...Tnhn Schnnl '6fi: ,John Sciunturelli, '65: Bili Rchl1111dccker, '85
.John Geh '6i; Frank 8hPf>ti:trd 1 '6i; Rich
'V'ntkins, '67~
lloh \\'e~t. '67; Murk Ilnrtholomy. '68; 'l1 om \\'""oo<ls, 1 68;
11 ntti Uornee.
l!UREA US ...... ,, .... , • .,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,, .. ,. fle1·lin: Allen Dohnn
Chicugo, Alex P • .MncGrcgor, Jr.
Washington: Alun C. Vonderhnnr
CTJlF.F PITOTOGRAPITI~R .• ,,, •• ,,.,,, •• ,.,,, •••••••••••••• Jerry Wolter '67
CTHCULA'l'JON Ofll l·:<JTOIL .......... , • ., ................... D1n·c Long, '65
l'ACUL'l'Y AD VI SOU ...•• , •• , •• ,, •••••• ,., •• ,, •• Rev. 'l'homns G. Snrnge, S.J.

e

Improvement of Ubrary re-

1earch facilities.

e Redttction of sundry cost1
to students through the equitable
administration of student services.

e More emphasis on scho1ar1hip by the addition of meaning
to the Dean's List, heretofore a
1omewhat empty honor.
e Increased narticipation _ ha
extra - curricular P. r o grams
through the arousal of interest
by stu~ent leaders.

['ubli•hcd weekly during the school ,·cnr rxcept during ·rncntinn pcrio1ls bf
:Xn,·h:!r Univcnity, Humilton County, Evnn~ton, Cincinnnti 7, Ohio $2.00 µer yenr.

e

Elimination of dt1plications,
vasted motion, discoordhiation,
and oeneral confusion in registration through general reform
of the system.

Entered ns •cco111! rln'8 rnnttcr October 4, 10·16 at the Post Office at Cincinnati.
Ohio under the Act of Murch a. 187!1.
.

Bob Ryan

e Expansion
·na facilities.

Below The Masthead

of campus park-

.e

Continuation of the facu1tu
evaluation program through voluntary participation,

By BOB RYAN
News Executive Editor

A FRECKLE-FACED SENIOR SAT l?:'l' A STUDENT council
meeting at Regina High School last month, nervously awaiting her
chance tr> speak. She had just read a news magazine review of a
Hollywood film and was on fire with righteous ire. For to 17-year-old
Judy Fi3hback the idea of exhibiting smut where unwakened adolescents and impressionable adults might see it was not just a matter
:for theo1·e1ical ponderance but a situation which called im,mediate,
practical action.
When her turn at the rostrum finally came, she spoke loudly;
her voice boomed across the Queen City and was promptly echoed
by some eight-thousand ol her fellows. '.rhus, a new committee
germinated. Northcoate Parkinson would ·have it that committees
aire organic, like a vegetable: they grow from seeds cast by previous
committees, live for an indeterminate period depending upon the
climate, then go to seed and become the progeny for new committees. Parkinson defined a committee as "a group of the unwilling,
a;elecled from the unfit, banded together to do the unnecessary."

,,

Motion Sickness •..
The following is an offtcial transcript o.f tlie minutes of the seventeenth session of the
1965 Xaviet St1tde11t Council. It is published-without comment-in its entirety:
BUSINESS:

O) The Cleveland Club of Xavier University held a dance over the Christmas vacation;
they did not submit a budget to Council since
they felt that they could fin.anee the dance
without financial help from Student Council.
They nre now asking for a loan of $85.00 from
Council to pay the . debts acquired by this
dance.
MOTION:
(1) Motion by l\fr. Trnuth that Council loan
the Cleveland Club $85.00 to nay their debts

acquired by the Christmas Dance, and that the

'l'HE STUDENT COMMITTEE TO UPGRADE MOVIES, the club's debt to Student Council must be paid
flC\wer of Miss Fishback's moral wrath, is certainly not composed of by the .end of the 1966 school year, and if the
the unwilling. Its membership consists of a hard core of zealots who total debt is not paid by then, an interest charge
believe in and usually practice the principles which they were . of 5% will be charged. The Cleveland Club
must also submit to Council as soon as postaught. They are "joiners," but joiners who act. They are resolute sible a workable plan. that. will show they
and generally immune to criticism thrust upo~ them from without. intend to pay back the debt.
They have singleness of purpose and have been able to retain a cer-·
(2) Motion by Mr. Boczar to amend Motain measure of speculative wisdom imparted to them in the class- tion 1, by having Council only loan $50.00 of
room and the home. They are unswerving in their adherence to the the $85.00 debt. This is done so that the Cleveland Club will have some responsibility and
conclusions resulting from this instruction.
THE QUESTIONS OF THEIR FITNESS AND THE NECESSITY
CH' desirability what the SCUM committee seeks are not so easily
i;ettled .. Even as they were mimeographing petitions and painting
posters ~ast week, thunder from their natural enemies rumbled
across the horizon. At first, a few SCUMers perceived the claps as
applause from Thor, but the misapprehension was quickly dispelled
11s the storm clouds cast a pall over the heart of Cincinnati. There,
11t Fifth and Vine Streets, hyper-bosomed Kim Novak. was crawlfog around a bathroom floor looking for a diamond she dropped
from her navel! When she found it, she crawled in bed with an intoxicated salesman. And almost anyone could expose himself to this
Cl<lious display simply by forking over $1.50 to a theater pl'Oprietor
•ho was deal to the dictates of moral reason!

SCUM's efforts to censor ''Kiss Me, Stupid" had failed. Some
members rededicated themselves to the Cause; other, struck by Jight11ing from the pens of editorialists who dislike didactic adolescents.
l'etired once more to the comfort of speculation. As the undeterred
•aithful this week made plans to carry the cause celebre to the state
tapitol, SCUM showed signs ol seeding: one ·branch laid plans to
torm an inter-scholastic council to issue opinions on politics and
ether moral issues facing a decadent society.
·
;
The overcast remained and no one was sure that SCUM had
t.•eathered the storm.

Cleveland. Club only $50.00 instead of t.he
$85.00 failed, 4-14-~.
(2) Motion to Joan the Cleveland Club
$8.5.00, and that the total club's debt to Council
must be paid by 1966 or a ,53 interest will be
charged, passed, 15-2-1.
(3) Motion to have Council form a committee to investigate the campus organizations
that owtl Council debts. This is an effort to
collect the debts owed. Passed unanimouEly.
1'his meeting was the11 adjoitrned forthwith.

as a ·punitive measure for not, submitting a
budget to Stt1dent Council.
(3) :Motion by Mr. Boczar tlrat Council form
a committee to investigate the campus organizat-ions that owe Council money, and the possibility of having the loans repaid.
VOTES:
(1) Motion to amend Motion 1, loaning the

· Registration

Contempt Of Court ,
Now come the Cincinnati safety director :ind
the city manager overruling the decision of a
municipal court:
Colonel Robert Lockridge announced this
week that he has ordered police to continue
to issue citations under a city ordinance alrc:ldy
l'ulcd illegal because he "felt thedaw should
be further tested in our courts." The ordinance
in question is number :306-7, a decree which
·provides eight dollar fines for persons who
enter a written plea of guilty ,to careless chiving. Judge George Heitzlcr· rnled that the ordinance was in conflict with the existing reckless
driving statute (506-6) which calls for .stiffer
fines and a jail term, and wns therefore unconstitutional. The Heitzler opinion concurred
with the argument of defense attorney Robert
Manley, a Xavier grnduate, who was representing a student involved in an auto accident.
Following Lockridge's decision to ignore the
court's decree, police continue to cite motorist.s
under the disputed law. That would be bad
enough. More ala1·ming, however, is City Manager William Wichman's admission that he
instructed Lockridge to rise. above the court.
Wichman told reporters last week that he advised the safety. director that it would be 11.ll
1·ight to keep citing citizens under the \l\w
because the Hcitzler ruling was only "one
judge's decision."

Student reaction to Xavier's first semi-automated registration last week was generally
favorable. Although last-minute schedule
changes slowed many registrants to the customary snail's pace, an increasing number of
students observed that they completed the
heretofore lengthy ordeal in record time.
While expressing . their appreciation for the
increased efficiency, most students hoped for .
further time-saving next semester. Most of the
Wichman is a professional administrator.
complaints concerned the long . slow-moving
He has neither. the training nor the power of
Jines to the bursar's window and the yearly
office to decide what the law is or what it
reappearance of the same information forms
should be. We wonder what the eft'eets of Wichwhich must be filled out in triplicate at each
man's attitude might be if adopted· on a larger
registration.
scale. Defendants, upon conviction could likewise pooh-pooh the decision of the court on
However, it must be emphasized that the
t~1~ grounds that it is just "one judge's demajority of the students were pleasantly sur·
c1s1on."
prised with the spring semester registration.
'
Whether the installation of the IBM equipIt is discouraging to observe a high-ranking
ment or simply extra efforts by the regist~ation
city official-who won his position because b~
staff produced the improvement is not known.
was thought to be a paragon of civic virtueIn any ease, Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan,·S.J.,
advocate contempt· for the process of the Jaw.
and ·his registration staff deserve the conJudge Heit&Jer may. be a single ·jurist, but
aratulations of the Xavier student body for
until a higher court overru)ea his decisiontheir continuing efforts to ameliorate a 1itua•
whether Wiehmaa like1 it « not-it ii 1tiJI
tion · which was once intolerable.
ihe law.
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'Castro Could Win Free Election By
Promising Cubans Rifles And Bullets'
'1'0 THE EDITOR OF THf:

N~;ws:

In reply to Mr. Donovan:
My name is Jose and I am a
. native of Havana, Cuba, where
I had been living for sixteen
yea1·s until the present government took over. I came to the
U. S. 'in 1961, and I am now a
full-time student at Xavier University. The purpose of this letter
is to refute the statement made
by the New York attorney.
Mr. Donovan maintained that
it Castro were to hold a free
election in Cuba, he would be
elected.
When I first heard of this I
thought it came from the Soviet
newspaper "Tass." It was surprising to find out that Mr. Donovan had said it. '
Now, I ask myself how a person like Mr. Donovan who had
been working so closely Vl'.ith the
Cuban people can make such a
statement. Did not Mr. Dono\•an

see the 300,000 political prisoners
inside Cuba who are starving and
dying because their only crime
is the pursuit of freedom?
Did not Mr. Donovan talk to
the Cuban people in Cuba or to
more than the 250,000 Cubans
now living in Florida? Some of
them came to this country only
by risking their lives, leaving
their homes with the sole purpose
of getting away from that regime
of terror which has taken p.ossession of the island and killed
more than two thousand persons
in Cuba.

•

I

TO 1'H1':: EDITOR OF

THI~

NEWS:

I realize that you probably do

not want to carry a long string of
arguments on any one particular
fopic for too long in the "Jetters
to the editor" section of the
News, but when I read the December 15th edition, I felt strongly compelled to write.
I am referring to the lj?tter of
David Thamann in which he
criticizes Mr. Vanderford for his
"case of acute Golwateritis." It
immediately occurred to m~ that
David Thamann is a typical.
product of the. "New Liberal
Frontier." He states that the
views of Mr. Goldwater are radical, and that they were rejected
overwhelmin«ly by the American
people.
No welJ;;.read American citizen
would display such obvious ignorance as did Mr. Thamann.
The views that Mr. Goldwater
held were 'based on our Constitution, a constitution founded on

principles, not on wild - eyed
hopes for the future.
The present left-wing administration intenas to convert this
freedom under God to a form of
socialized government as is obvious from ·its platform of socialized medicine, "take from the
rich and give to the poor" poverty programs, or in short; a
powerful government monopoly
that can control the American
public with an iron, clenched fist.
Our "Big Daddy" government
will soon subvert our freedom
and slyly replace it with a wellmasked and vile form of slavery.
These, Mr. Thamann, are the
radical views about which you
speak; these are not the views
of Mr. Goldwater. The Soviet
Union might profess a desire to
bury us, but we have them outnumbered two to one as gravediggers.
Sincerely,
J. Jeffrey Crotty.

'Number Of Mount Girls Willing To
Ser'J!e As Cheerleaders At Xavier
TO

nm

EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

. The first time I heard the idea
I thought maybe it wasn't too
bright. But the more I ponder
over it and the more it is suggested to me by some of those
who might be involved-should
the plan in question be adoptedthe more I am inclined to realize
that it may have many more
positive benefits than I had at
first imagined.
The idea, simply stated, is this:
There are a number of girls at
the Mount who would be willing
to serve as cheerleaders at X'avier
sporting events if only the opportunity were offered them. It
is my contention that this oppor.

Canl1am Slated· As l(eynoter
For World Affairs Co11fah
By BOB WEST
News Reporter

"We face critical choices • . . time for decisions on
Asia" will be the theme of the eleventh annual Conference
on World Affairs, Friday, February 19, at the NetherlandHilton Hotel.
Erwin D. Canham, editor-in-chief of the Christian
Science Monitor, will be the featured speaker at the conference, which will include three panels composed of national leaders in education, government, and business.
Serving as confe1·ence chairman will be David Cochran,
manager or· General Electric's missile and space field
operations.
nlE CONFERENCE is spon- China, and particularly with the
sored by the Cincinnati Counl'il most basic consideration o! our
with Xavier University and the . objectives in all of Asia."
on World Affairs in cooperation
University of Cincinnati. It has
received national recognition as
a major foreign policy program.

No, Mr. Donovan, I don't think
This year's session will open
that you could pro\Ze that statement. The only way that Castro at 1:30 p.m. with situation briefwould win a free election f~ ings on · Japan and Northeast
Cuba is if he would promise each Asia, Southeast Asia, and China.
Cuban a rifle and enough bullets Followin« the briefings will be
to overthrow· him. Then, indeed, panel meetings on the first three
, of the above mentioned areas,
they would vote for him.
Each discussion will stress "the
Jose.
CP"tl'St bl'twecn the Vnlted states
and Communist China."

'Big Daddy Government Will Slyly
Replace Freedom With Vile Sla.very'

tunity should be provided - not
that I can find any fault with the
performance of our present cheerle-aders, because I can't, but because I think both schools could
profit substantially from such an
arrangement.
We must act quickly if we are
to achieve results before the end
of this year's basketball season,
which may yet be a winning one;
but at any· rate, I should hope
that ~Y the beginning of next
year at the latest, Xavier will be
able to boast of its Mountie
cheerleaders.
Sincerely,
Arthur Lyons, '67,
200 Marion Hall

After a cocktail hour ·and conference dinner, Canham will deliver the featured address at the
closing session.
Canham has been a member
of the Christian Science Monitor
staff since 1925. He has served
as Geneva eor.respondent, Washjngton bureau chief, and general
news editor. He became managing editor in 1942, editor in 1945,
and last year was named editorin-chief of the publication.
Past president of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States
and of the American Society of
Newspaper Editors, Canham is
regarded as one of the nation•i;
leading writers, radio commentators, and public speakers.
American presidents have appointed him to various positions
including vice-chairman of the
U. S. delegation to the United
Nations Conference on Freedom
orinformation at Geneva in 1942
and alternate American delegate
to the United Nations General
Assembly in 1949.
. With discussion centered on
the Asian hot-spots of 1965, a
conference committee announced:
"The situations and problems in
each of these countries, and the
issues consequent for our nation,
.n1ust be considered both for th('ir
Intrinsic importance, and for
their relevance to our security
interests and to our total set of
International objectives a.s leader
of the Free World.
"Thus, this conference seeks,
from the standpoint of the fundamental national interests of
the United States, to explore the
situations and problems of these
non-Communist nations of Asia,
and the consequent policy issues
for our country, with necessary
close attention to the presence
and directions of Communist

Bad On Purpose
TO THE EDlTOR OF THE NEWS:

'African Boy Wants U.S. Pen Pal
TO THE EDITOR OF TIIE NEWS:

It was very grateful for me

to lay my hand on this humble
Jetter which I have the implicit
ol consideration to write. I' am an
African boy of 16 years of age,
five feet eight inches (5 rt. 8 ins.)
tall, weigh 140 lbs. I have black
eyes and brown complexion.
It is so long ago I have been
Jooking for a pen pal from over•
seas whom I can correspond with
but it my request granted I will
be favourable happy.
My bQbbics are football, pho·
tography and correspondence. I
will be sending to any pen pal
!&'lend who will correspond with

me some of this articles: lady
hand bag, slippers, wallets all
made of snake skins. Ebony dag.
ger knives, carvings, etc.
I have many interest of sending all these articles to any pen
pal,
Please kindly help me to publish my name and address to your
newspaper.
I shall be waiting for your
favorable reply.
Write soon. Thanks.
Yours faithfully,
F. A.-Lawal
5010 Giwa St.
Lagos, Nigeria
Wes't Africa

Pue Three

While I agree with some facts
and disagree with some others in
D i e k Grupenhoft's column on
"Goldfinger," there is one thing
that he overlooks which seems
to me to be important.
He takes the movie apart as
if it were straight. This would
be fine if it w~s, but it's not. It
is quite obviously (as were the
other Bond thrillers) a satire on
spy movies. The whole idea of
the thing is to ridicule other
movies of the type, not to be one
itself.
•
It is rather poorly constructed
because it intended to be.
Sincerely,
J. A. Schott, '68.

Ne,v England
flat
Manufacturing
(~01npany

*

118 East Sidh Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH
Today I begin my eleventh year of writing thi~ column in your
campus newspaper.
I wasn't sure I'd be coming bark this year. After a decade oC
doing this column, I had retreated to my country scat, tired but
happy, to enjoy a nice long rest. But last night as I sat on rny
verandah, peaceful and serene, humming the lnrµ;o from A Long
Day's Night and wonning my dog, a strnngcr suddenly appeared
before me. .
He was a tall, clcmi-limbcd man, crinkly-eyed :mcl crookcdgrinnccl, stalwart and virile. "Jlow do you do," he said. "My
name is Stalwart Virile :rnd I am with the Pcrsonnn Stninles11
Steel Razor Blade people."
"Enchanted," I said. "Take off your homburg and sit down."
I clapped my hands sha1;ply. "1'1 orm111L t" I called.' 'Another ch~
for .Mr. Virile t"

"A11oti1erchafrfor Mr. Virile!"
Obediently my clog trottrcl n wny imd returned directly il'ith "
fanbnck chair of Malaynn rattan.· He is the smartest. clog in our
block.
"I sup11ose you're wondering why I nm hcrr," said !\Ir. Yirile,
seating himself.
"\\'ell, sir,'' I replied, my old eyes twinkling rogui:;hly, "I'll
wager you didn't come to read iny meter."
You can imagine how we howled at that onet
"That's a doozyt" cried l\fr. Virile, finally catching his breath.
"I must remember to tell it to Aliee when I get home."
"Your wife?" I said.
"My father," he saicL
"Oh," I said.
"But enough of wit 11nd humor," he said. "Lpt-. us get down to
business. How would you like to write a campus column for
J>ersonn::i Stainless Steel Razor l3lades?"
"For money?" I said .
."Ycs," he said.
.
"My hand, sir," I said and clasped his. 'Vnrrnly he rctmncd
the pressure, and soft. smiles played upon om lips, nnd our eyes
were moist with the hint of tears, and we were silent, not trust•
ing ourselves to speak.
"What will you write about in your qampus column?" uskcdl
l\fr. Virile when he was able to talk again.
"I will take up the burning issues that vex the American un-1
dergrndunte t" I cried, bounding to my feet. "I will ex~1lorc, without fear or favor, such explosive questions as 'Arc roommates
sanitary?' and 'Should p1·oetors be given a ~nliva test?' and
'Should capital punishment for pledges be abolished?' and 'Can
a student of 19 find happiness with an economics professor of 80?"~
"And will you also say a pleasant word from time to time nboufi
Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blades?" asked Mr. Virile.
"Sir," I said simply, "what other kind of word except pleasant;
could I possibly say about Pcrsonna Blades, which give me more
luxury shaves than Beep-Beep or any other blade I might name?'i
"Another of my products is Burma Shave," said Mr. Viril~.1
"Can you find it in your heart to men~ion Burma Shave occasionally?"
"But of course!" I declared. "For is not Burma Shave the
whisker-wiltingest lather in tbe land?'~
"Ycs " he admitted.
And then he shook my hand ngain and smiled bravely nnd
was gone-a tnll silhouctte moving erectly into the setting sun.
"Farewell, good tonsori11list!" I cried after him. "Aloha!"
Aud turned with a will to my typewriter•.
© IOOG, P.lllX Bbulm. .

* * *

7'1ie makers of Peraonntfl' Blades and Burma Sl1ave"' are
l1appy to br;ng you anotl1er season of Max Sl1ulman'•
uncen•ored, un;nh;b;ted. and rmpredictable column.
We t11;nk rou' II be l1appf1 too when 11ou tr11 our product•
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SAGGING M.USKETEERS TAKE TO ROAD

~U,

H11rricanes Next In Line
For R11berg's R11nners

Academic Axe
Fells Cooper
Basketball coach Don Ruberg,
already beset with the loss of
high sc().ring Steve Thomas, wm~
jolted last week with word that
starting center Ben Cooper and
reserve forward Jim Bothen had
been declared scholastically ineligible for the se_cond semester.

By ROGER RUHL
News Sports Editor
Oft beaten but not yet buried, Xavier University's strnggling
take to the road once more with hopes of rejuvenating
the sagging 1964-65 basketball pictme. The Muskies meet Catholic
University in Washington Saturday night, then travel to Tulsa for a·
Tuesday night encounter with the Hurricanes.
Mu~keteers

WINLESS IN their last three
starts, the Musketeers head down and aggressive man-for-man de·
the season's homestretch crip- fense. Fessler, a junior guard
pled with injuries and ineli- from Covington, Ky., averages 13
gibilities. Gone are S t eve points and scored 20 against the
'l'homas ( 28.9 points) and Ben · Musketeers in Cincinnati last
Cooper (14 points and as many season.
Tul~a's recent 69-66 Ioreignrebounds). and around the remaining 10 roundballers coach court v i ct or over Cincinnali,
Don Ruberg has attempted to awaits Xavier with a wealth of

rebuild the decimated Xavier
basketball ranks.
Caiholic University, an 86-7:3
loser to Xavier in the series' inii ugural last s e a s o n , entered
Wednesday's game with Howard
University sporting an 11-6 record. The Cardinals are currently
holding down fourth place in the
Mason - Dixon Conference with
an 8-2 league slate.
Primarily a pattern ball club,
the Cardinals have four men
averaging in cl o u b I e figurt.s.
Senior forward Charlie Boyl<Jn
(18.6) leads a well-disciplined
CU attack that scores slightly
better than 70 points per game.
Opposite Boylan at the other
forward spot is six-fool l wo Pete
St. Onge. A muscular gu;:ird converted to forward at mid-season,
St. Onge has averaged 13 points
and held his own in the rebounding column since shifting into the
forecourt.
In the pivot, coach Tom Younr
has been forced to go with Inexperienced Tom Burgess. A sixfoot five sopohmore, Burgess Is
a c o r i n g at the rate of seven
points per game.
In the backcourl., Mike Fessler
encl Emmitt Speicher operate the
Cardinals' give - and - go offense

The announcement, made by
the Rev. John W. Malone, assistant· Dean of the College ot A11.s
and Sciences, means that both
Coope·r and Bothen had failecl to
meet Xcivier academic requil'ements during t~e 1964-65 fall
semester.

s c h o I a s t i c deficiencies had
forced Cooper to the sidelint':tl
Jast year, and coach Don Ruberg
indica.ted that his scholarship
would be discontinued for the
coming semester. Cooper, however, will remain In school.

size and talent. The Golden Hurricane. a distant fifth in the
·Missouri Valley Conference race,
has lost but twice in 11 games
outside the. rugged MVC.
MINDFUL OF l as t se11son's
83-71 pasting in Cincinnati, a
poised, deliberate Hu r r i cane
c1uintet seeks Tulsa's first-ever
win over the Musketeers. Xavier
won the only two previous meetings, a 41-40 win back in 1951
ancl last )'ear's 12-point victory.
Qunrterbacking the Tulsa a1tack is senior guard Rick Park.
A smooth six-foot guard, Park
is second in the MVC in scoring
and 11mong the naticn's leaders
in free throw accuracy. The junior-college transfer is the top
returning Tulsa scorer and currently lea els the team with a 17 .4
per game average.
XAVIER COACH Don Ru berg
still optimistically insists that all
is not lost. "We can still finish
above .500," he notes, scanning
1he remaining six-gci.me. schedule.
"Our shooting is killing us.
We got seven more i;;hots t.hrm
Mi am i last Monday night. We
just can't put the ball in the basket," says Ruberg,

An undersized six-foot, four
pivotman from Mansfield, Ohio,
Cooper is a chemistry major in
Xavier's Pre-:Dental progralJ). Jn
the 1964 spring semester he hHd
made the <lean 's list. with a 3.43
quality point average.

.Xavier's Coop.er. Sweeps Rehotl.ncl

' Cocper had started cill J6
games in which he'd played this
season cind logged 548 minutes
playing time, more than any
other tecim member. His point
average of 13.5 was second only
to that of the no w - in j u re cl
Thomas, and he led the squad in
rebounding with a 14.9 avern,ge.

Musketeer center Ben Cooper (No. 42) leaps high to grab a first
half ~ebound in Xavier's 83-79 loss to Dayton back on January 4.
Cooper snatches the ball from the Flyer's Henry Burlong while
teammates Joe McNeil, Denny Cr.ane, and Jim Hengehold iook on.

Bothen, a six-foot four for-ward from Hamilton, 0.hio, had
seen only limited action in lour
games this season.
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DOLl.D SPECIAL

Loechtenfeldt Is Added To
Musketeer Gridiron Staff
Dick Loechtenfelclt, 28-yearolcl Xavier graduate, lias been
named to replace Jim Mullen as
offensi\'e line coach on the
Xavier football coaching staff.
Mullen, a Legion of Honor winning end in hiR XU football days,
resigned last December to enter
private business with the Tresler
Oil Company. ·
Loechtenfcldt, a 1954 g·racluate
el Cincinnati Elder High School,
played his prep football under
Virgil Scardina. Following- his
lligh school g-raduation he spent
four years in the United States
.Ala· Force,
Following his service clii<charge,
•Luckty" s p e n t cme year at
Miami (0.) University, playing
under coach John Pont, befoa·e
eoming to Xavier.

DICK GRADUATED lrom
Xavier in 1962 with a B.S. degree in education. Throughout
his college years at Xavier, he·
served as ;in assista_nt on the stMT
or his prep coach Scardina at
Elder.
After his Xa,•ier graduation,
Loechtenfeldt spent the 1962 football season at Alabama Uni"ersity under coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant before returning to Elder
Ill! head coach,
After weathering a 2-7-1 rebuilding year in his first season
at Elder, Loechtenfeldt guided the
Panthers to a 9-1 record in 1964.
Elder finished last season ranked
as the state's ninth best team
(United Press International) and
shared the chamr>ionship ot the
Greater Cincinnati League.

OHIO'S FIRST AND FINEST 81<1 RESORT

-. ~O ~n!!~!r~iJg
NEW Lifts/NEW Slopes/NEW Excitement!

$1.79
value

Lecture notes
will flow as
quickl'y as your
. professor's thoughts.
Genuine Sheaffer
precision ballpoint
al ides along, always
keeps pace, with
smooth-as-silk writing.
Red, blue, green or clear
crystal barrels let you
check your fluid supply.
· Fine or medium point.
And with an t•tfl refill
in addition to the one in
the pen, you'll write for
miles without refill inc!

·oN SALE

Just 2 minutes from Interstate 71 & Ohio 13

Write for FREE Folder

SNOW TRAILS SKI AREA

p:o. Box 16Q-Mansfield, Ohio
Phone (419) 522·739·3

Xavier University
Book Store

Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cota - with that special zing
but·never too sweet refreshes best.
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ltl11sketeers 01d11101111ed

Thomas-less XU Falls Three Times

''I've Got It. It's· All Mine"
Xavier forward Jim. Hengehold (No. 20) ha.ngs on tight after
clearing th~ boards in the first half of the Xavier-St. Joseph game.
St. Joe's Cliff Anderson (behind Hengehold) battles the Musketeer
sophomore .while Xavier's Ted Rombach (No. 44) and the Hawks'
Marty Ford (No. 42) and Tom Duff (No. 44) close in. St. Joseph
won, 93-78.,.

XU Yearlings Tailspi11 After
Tl111mping '1acliyard Rivals
_ . By .JIM GEJ,S
News SportSwriter
Hot-and-cold throughout, Al
Gundrum's inconsistent freshmen squad has rolled to nine
victories in' the season's first 14
games, including impressive wins
over backyard i·ivals Cincinnati
1md Dayton. ·.
~

markable comeback an1l a hal'dearnetl 83-82 win. More recently,
howe"er, the frosh tra\•eled
crosstown to U.C.; and dropped
an 85-69 decision to the. Bearcats. The 'Cats jumped out to a
14-point halftime lead, which
was U>o much for the little MusJdes to overcome.
The propects remained dim as
Sporting a 3-2 record after
Decembet"s competition, t h e the first-year men journeyed to
frosh raced to six wins in Jan- Oxford to bat t I e the Miami
uary's seven games. The lone .freshmen. The hot-shooting Redloss came to a talented Kentucky skins added to coach Gundrum's
wees, downing the frosh, 91-82.
frnsh squad.
Jim
Lac.ey's fine 22-point effort
THE FIRST freshmen meetwas not quite enough to put
ing with Dayton produced a
117-68 Xavier victory. In this down the Redskins' second haH
•arly January meeting, coach uprising.
. DESPITE TIIE three straight
Gundrum and his boys had little
trouble with the highly-touted losses, coach ~hmdrum still had
Flyers. Alter building a four- 1·eason to .smile. \
Bob Qmck has been outstanclJloint half time advantage, the
Xavier freshmen took command Jng with his a·ccurate shooting
in the second half, and had a and aggressive rebounding. The
tomfortable lead when the game .six-foot five forward has Mt the
'tl•as term inated for lack of time. nets at a 24-0 average thus far,
In the return match at Dayton, and .already has Xavier fans
• second half cold spell coRt looking with anticipation toward
Xavier the lead, and eventually next season.
Tim O'Connell, a slick souththe game, as· the Little Muskies
fell, 104-76.
. paw guard, is also averaging
The 1088 to Cincinnati wa1 high in double figures at a 17.1
likewise preeeded by an earlier per game l'ate. An . excellent
victory over the same Bearcat outs'ide shot and a good driver,
aquad. The first meeting saw a the little Muskie floor leader pre37-polnt performance by Xav- sents a two-fold threat to opier's Bob Quick t.riccer a re- posing defenders.
0
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• "They were just outmanned,"
11.oted Dayton basketball coach
Don Donaher following the· Flyers lopsided 112-81 victory over
struggling Xavier. And with that
brief observation; Donaher gives
perhaps the best appraisal of the
Xavier roundball situation.
Jolted first by the loss of injured guard Steve Thomas (28.9
point average) fo1· the rest of the
!eason and more recently by the
scholastic ineligibility of center
.Ben Cooper, Coach Don Ruberg
has been robbed of his top two
scorer and his leading rebounder.
BEHIND BY JUST t hr e e
points with six minutes remaining, the Thomas-less Musketeers
watched as poised St. Joseph's
(Pa.) grndually pulled away to
a 93-78 victory.
The game was close throughn11t the opening 11 minutes before St. Joe slowly opened a 13point leacl late In the first half.
Xal•ier fought back, closed tile
gap to nine at intermission, and
e\·entually to three at 72-69.
But a right corner jump-shot
by Bryan Williams that would
have narrowed the lead to a
single point fell off the rim, and
St. Joe wasted no time in regaining their comfortable margin.
"That scol'e doesn't tell the
whole story"," Ruberg was quick
to explain. pointing out that
Xavier "trailed by just seven
,\•ith only three n.:iinutes remaining, We missed a couple of crncial shots and they came up with
the rebounds." Sophomol'e Jim He n g e h o I d
poured in 27 points and Williams
21 to lead the Xavier attack. In
his farewell appearance, Ben
Cooper contributed 17 points and
as many rebounds.
DAYTON'S TALL and talented Flyers, spol'ting a 13-5 record
entering the game, .ran off 16
straight points early in the fir~t
half and coasted past Xavier,
112-81, in Dayton.
With the score knotted at 8-R,
the Flyers unleashed a furious
assault that e\•entually built a
58-34 halftime m a r g i n . The
Flyers, who finished the game
with a 57 % accuracy mark oft
the H_oor, widened the gap to Its
longest stage at 87-50 before
Donaher called off the dogs.
Jn equalling an all-time Dayton team scoring record, 1.he
Flyers placed five men in double
figures. Bill Cassidy pumped in
2 I, and six-foot 11 center Henry

Finkel added 17 more, hitting
eight of 10 off the field.
In a superlative o n e - m an
show, Xavier's Bryan Williams
tossed in a collegiate career high
of 38 points on a wide assortment of long-range j11mpers and
in:;ide hook shots. Joe McNeil,
the only other Xavier player in
double digets, netted IO points.
LAST lUONDA Y night's visit
to Oxford proved no more pleasant than the Dayton excul'sion.
Miami, now 15-3 on the season,

outscored the Musketeers 16-3 at
the i:econcl half's outset and
glided to ;in ea:;y 97-68 triumph.
Undersized Xa\•ier, doling five
Inches to the towering Redskins
'at every pilsitlou, cut a 16 point
Miami lead to JO at the half.
But the poor Xllvier shootinit
(30%) and overwhelming l\lfami
rebounding ~·tr en gt h (66-46)
quickly sent the Muskies spinni~g to their third straight lrn;s
and their 12th re\•e1·sal in 20
gamt's.

RENT·A·CAR
The cars are the same!
The pric'e is the
difference!

$

(S3me Insurance Coverage)

24 Hr. Day

Per Mile
•euy only the gas
you use.

Free Pick-Up and Delivery at All lloh·ls and Airports!

Budget Rent-A-Car -Call 241-6134
123 W. 6th St.
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Lobby Park:ide Garage

FREE COUl'ON

$1.19

STUDENTS FREE COUPON

$1.19

WITH EVERY FOUR DINNERS YOU RECEIVE ONE $1.19 FREE
Effective February 12th 'til February. 28th

GREGORY'S ST EAKS
1

124 E. SIXTH STREET
•
CINCINNATI, OHIO
PHONE 421-6688
Open 7 Days a Week - Monday and Thursday. 11 <1.m. to midnit•
Frielay 1nd Saturday, 4 a.m. -

Sunday, II IC> 10

CHAR-BROILED

12-0Z - SIRLOIN STEAK - 12-0Z.
-OR-

1-LB. - HALF CHICKEN-· 1-LB.
BAKED IDAHO POTATO. GARLIC FRENCH ROLL. CHEF SALAD BOWL
WITH ROQUEFORT OR CHOICE OF DRESSING
AT NO EXTRA CHARGl

ALL FOR $1.19
•

FISH FOR FRIDAYS AND LENTEN. DAYS
FREE COUPON

THE DOOR'S OPEN

•·
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To a career with lots of room , • • and the opportunity to· move fast.
McAlpin's - Cincinnati's fastest growing Department Store - invites you
to step into an exciting, rewarding career in retailing.
Retailing is the largest non-agricultural industry in the nation. It demands
imagination and vigorous performance . . . ·and it rewards the successful
with rapid advancement in position and income.
McAlpin's offers qualified graduates a fast start in an organization with
over a century of successful operation, and a three-fold growth in the past
ten ye~rs. McAlpin's was the FIRST Cincinnati Department S1ore to 'open
a suburban branch, and _our five exciting stores (with another unit on the
way) covers the Greater Cincinnati area better than 'any other store.
If you ·are completing your work for a business or liberal arts degree, we
hope· you will arrange now at the Placement Office to meet with us during
our visit on Tuesday, February 16, 1965 .
Come. to McAlpin's .... Where leadership is a habit!
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Gra11ts Given For Federal ·Careers

Dick Grupenhoff

C11rrent a11d Choice
By DICK GRUPENIIOFF

News Entertainment Writer
Another year has tJa~scd for the
industry and .vet'.'' shortly
the fllm acndemy will buckle
down to the tnsk of choosing
the Oscar winners of 196.f.
A yenr of many fine film,;, l!l64
saw the rise of the international
mystery-comedies such as "The
Pink Panther," "A Shot in the
D<irk," "Topkapi," and "Thal Man
From Rio." How long thb trend
in films will last is a question
that will be answered ultimate)y
at the box office window. I personally suspect that this movement will last for nnotiiH ,vcar
at least. After 1965 I believe a
norm a 1 reaction will ~ct in
against this type of film as well
as its abortive half-brother. tl~e
.fames Bond series. The sooner
the better.
This past year was al~o a
year for great actors. Rex Harrison duplicated his role of Profe.<sor Higgins in the s c r e e n
adaptation of "My Fair Lady,"
while in the same week-end last
spring Richard Burton was
thrilling the downtown filmgocrs with his performances in
'"Becket," "The Night of the
Iguann," and "Hamlc-t.''
It comes time, then, for Current and Choice to pick its nominations for the best film as well
a~ the worst films of 196.J.
BEST FII,lU: "My Fair Lady" ts
the brilliant screen adapla ti on ot
the Broadway play of the same
name. Rex Harrison stars as Profe;:sor Higgins, the hard-heartc:d
phoneticist who transforms an
impoverished flower girl (Audrey
Hepburn) into a society belle.
This is a well executed film, and
even though some are still clamoring for Julie Andrews, I'll stick
with Miss Hepburn. I'm willing
to bet 10-to-1 that this film wins
more than one Academy Awarrl.
Any takers?
Other films that are deserving
of honorable mention are
• ' B cc k e t," "Dt·. Slrangelove."
Topkapi," and "Man on a Pale
Horse." The worst film lo come
out of Hollywood this year-at
least the worst one J saw-wns
MGM's "The Young Lover~." No
furthel' comment on this film.
BEST FOREIGN F'ILi\J: It is
not only customary, but sometimes wise, for film-gc.ers lo disagree with critics and the Acadti Im

1

~

wanted!
virile men who
·wish to earn
$5.00 apiece

N.Y. 10019.
Need some success to tell
about? See your local
druggist. Ask for
By George!

take graduate courses in public
administrntion at either the universities of Alabama, Kentucky,
or Tennessee.
· Completion of the t we l v e •
months' training period .entitles
fellows to a certificate in public
administration. They can be
awarded a master's degree at one
of the three universities attended
upon completing a thesis and

passing appropriat. examina- ;
tions.
For information and applica•
tions, students should write to
Coleman B. Ransone, Educational
Director, So u t h er n Regional
Training Program in Public Ad.
ministration, Drawer - I, University ot Alabama. The deadline '
for submitting applications · Is
March 1, 1965.
1

'Carnival' Set As
Mardi-Gras 1.,heme
The theme for the 1965 Xavier
Mardi Gras to be held in the
Armory February 26 and 27, will
be "Winter Carnival," it was announced this week by Robert
Wilson, Mardi Gras chairman.
The annual pre-Lenten social
weekend is jointly sponsored by
Student Council and the Campus
Student Association,
Wilson, C.S.A. President, also
noted that final committee appointments and plans will be
made next week.

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in
taste ...

French Bauer
witk
FaraPress™

I

The makers of Ily George!
~len's Toiletries will pay
this magnificent sum if a
description of your manly I
adventures (aided by the
1
persuasive fragrance of By
George! of course) i~ pub- I
lished in this or any other
college newspaper.
Tell us your tale in 100
words or less. Omit the
gory details please. Send
it, with permission to
reprint in part or whole; 1
to By George! Men's
Toiletries, 1290 Avenue 0£
the Americas, New York,
I

emy in their choice or award
winners. I certainly disagree with
the New York film critics who
have chosen "That Man From
Rio" as the best foreign film of.
1964. Actually, it's my choice
for the worst. The only asset the
picture has is Jean-Paul Belmondo. The remainder is thirdrate satire with a travelogue
thrown in for kicks.
My choice for the best foreign
film, then, is the Italian production, "The Organizer." Here is a
truly fine motion picture starring
one of. Europe's greatest actors,
Marcello Mastroianni. "The Organizer" is a film that probes
into the social evils of the Industrial Revolution in Italy at
the turn of the century,. Mastroianni does an excellent job
as the professor who comes to
town to organize the lower class
factory workers into a union.
Because of ·the historical background and the theme of the film
it was not a success at the box
office, but that does not keep it
from be in~ great.
Other foreign films deserving
of an honorable mention here include "Seduced and Abandoned"
and "Los Torantos."
Unfortunately such films as
"Girl With Green Eyes" and
"Seance on a Wet Afternoon"
have not been shown in Cincinnati as yet. and therefore were
not included in the list of best
films.

Students interested in a career
in the government service who
will receive their Bachelor's de•
grcc in June are offered an op·
portunity to apply for fellowships
to study at three different universities.
Each fellowship has a total
value of $3,000. The stipend is
$2,500 and the remainder of the
gr;mt consists of fees and tuition
at the three coopei-ating univer•
sities.
Beginning this June, f.ellows
will serve a three-months' in•
ternship with a government agen•
cy in Alabama, Kentucky, or
Tennessee, such as the TVA, The
Marshall Space Flight Center, a
city or a department in one of the.
state governments. During the
1965-66 academic year, they will
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Farah casuals are way out

front in trim. styling and.
wearing quality- always
look i·ight, fit right, feel right.

<:1 SUPEI?

Jarex• "11 FARAH ·
A new high In slacksmanahip,
only

$698
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McCoy Renamed To UNESCO Commission

Tom Ellet·brock

The Sha.dy Side
BJ' TOM ELLERBROCK

News Evenlnr Division Editor
On the day after Valentine's
day, evening college will lose a
real sweetheart. Mrs. Kay Kirwan has been with us for about
a year. Since she works during
the day, though, few shady people have had a chance to meet
ber.
Kay's husband passed away
December 19, leaving her with
two daughters aged 18 and 20;
and one son, 10. She and her
family will move to Louisville,
Kentucky, where they will be
with their relatives.

Pare SeTt•

non.;commital. (Attention, Tom
Conway.)
While she was gone. Thelma
Gallo worked twice as hard. thus
managing to hold down th~ fort.

• • •

Now is the time to start trying
to make the dean's list. If you are
carrying three courses, regardless
of the number of hours, you are
eligible. All you have to do is
manage to achieve a 3.25 average.
The employers of all shady
i;cholars will be promptly notified of their employee's academic
achievement.

WASHING TON, D. C. - Dr.
Raymond F. McCoy, dean of the
Xavier University Graduate
School, has been reappointed to
the United States National Commission for UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organizations) ror
his fourth term. He is a member
of the group's executive com•
mittee.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk

mride the appointment for a
three-year term.
The commission serves to advise the State Department on
policy and administrative positions of the United States in its
participation in the conduct of

UNESCO work.
Dr. McCoy also serves on the
Advisory Committee of Vohmta.ry Foreign Aid, a consultant ·
group for the State Department'1
Agency of International Development.
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BRENNER'S

PHARMACY
3618 Montgomery Rond
Next to Shirt Laundry

• • •

Our own shady secretary, Marj
Welage, spent the busiest time of
registration, with the permission
of her boss, Father Deters, in
Chicago. Her husband, Jack, won
an award for being the best Sealtest salesman of the year. The
prize was an all-expense paid
weekend in the windy city.
With dining and dancing and
an in-general mad social whirl,
Marj still found time to stop by
the Playboy Club. When asked
what her opinion was of the night
spot, she replied, "I had a good
time at the Playboy Club." Marj
is known for being somewhat

·····················~····-·

Diane Cilento

is explosive!"
-

DOUBTING THOMAS?

N.Y.Ji~1

"ffiAJ@ot

HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC?

>--, . ., a~LE\ man"

-,; t. i

Ch'ristianity has more to offer than hope, it has positive
proof in the form of a MIRACLE which was foretold,
described and is intensely personal. Ask the Religious
Leaders or send me a card marked ESP-l'i'. l\ly reply is

~~(

free, non-Denominational, Christian. Martyn W. Hart,
Box 53, Glen Ridge, N.1. 07028 (USA).
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Broadway's great comedy hit comes to the screen!

•

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON

One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

•

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES

1s:

• 4-HOUR SERVICE •

variety
The Paulist Father is a modem man
every sense of the word. He is a
an of this age, cognizant of the
eds of modern men. He is free from
ifling formalism, is a pioneer in using
ntemporary ways to achieve the conrsion of 100 million non-Catholic
ericans. He is a missionary to his
n people - the American people. He
ilizes modern techniques to fulfilt
s mission, is encouraged to call upon
s own innate talents to help further
·s dedicated goal.

If the vital spark of serving God
rough mal'! his betft" ignited in you.
y 'I not pursue an investigation of
~7'ur life as a priest? The Plulist
!r•thers have developed an aptitude
~fist for the modern man interested in
voting his life to God. This can be a
tal instrument to help you make the
'ost important decision of your life.
rite for it today.

r;

llA11011Al VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
,
PAUllST FATHERS
' 415 WEST Htll.STIEET
. . . YOll. 1. Y. 1•1t

It's been written that "variety is the spice oflife.•,
But at many companies it's difficult to obtain a
wide range of work experiences. A college gradu•
ate can join a company, get Jocked info one type
of activity and stay there and stay there and stay
there. That's not the way we do it at Ford Motor
Company where our young men may work in
several areas to develop their full capabilities. We
believe that a thorough grounding in many phases
of our business is one of the
ways to cultivate
RohltlA11derBnt1
man,agement talent. An example: Bob Anderson
A.8., UMir. of So. Caroli•" '
of our finance staff.
M.B.A., SCa>1/ord U1tirersil11
Since Bob came to us in July, 1963, he's been
actively involved in five important areas of the Company. As a member
of our finance staff, he has reviewed budget and cost programs of a divisiol\
marketing cars, another manufacturing tractors and subsidiaries engaged
in automobile financing and. insur:ance. In addition, Bob was selected to
assist ill the 1964 national labor-management negotiations. His present
assignment is as a staff' budget analyst for product engineering and styling.
Because of experiences like these, Bob will be able to channel his career
.toward the activity that interests him most.
'As a large automobile concern, Ford Motor Company needs people who
can handle a wide variety of assignments. Our college graduates come to
'us with all types of educational backgrounds. And many of them move
into management positions unrelated to their degrees. If a fast-movins
career appeals to you, aee our representative when he visits your camp~
,He may have the spice for your future.

best'

'IHERE'S AFUTURE FOR YOU WITH ••• ~ MOTOR COMPANf.
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Pace Elrbl

A11ti-lleroes,

.Kit~laeu Sbtl~s,

a11d NihHis111 •••

Theological Approach to Modern Literature
By TllO!HAS G. SAVAGE, S.J.
Instructor in English
GENERALLY I GREET ANY ARTICLI~ with the
word whit11er in its title with a healthy skepticism. The
sllC'cr presumption of the individual puts me off. Thus
when I acceded to the request of the Xavier News editoL"
to comment on modern literature under t.he general
heading "Where Are We Going?" I agree to attempt
what I already feel is quite impossible. Furthermor~,
judgment of one's contemporary situation is most difficult for we live [lnd move too closely to the scene to be
acc:qrately objective. The closer one stands to a great
work of art, the less he apprccfotes its artistic integrity.
'l'hc nearer we npproach modern literature, the less
likely are we to evaluate truly its situation.
A resume or some clic:hes summarizing modern liter.eturc affords a brier. ~dbcit incomplete, view of current
tre11ds in writers. Writers known as the "angry young
men" :1ppcnrecl in Britain in the hist decnde, and lhci~·
style hns strongly intlucnc:cd a deal of contemporary
litcrnture. Men like .Jnhn Wain, Kingsley Amis ..lohn
· Br:iinc, and John Osborne wrote in strcng protest
agai11st "the Est:1blisl11nent." a phrase that describes
the hard core of top people in Britain - professional
monarchists, archbishops, press barons, Etonian Tories,
Tl1r Times, yes, and the rnyal family itself - who still
seemed, despite the soci<il revolution in Albion, to be
exerting disproportionate influence on the country's
.affairs. Such works 01~ Room at I.he Top, Look Back in
Anger, and Lucky Jim, arc typical of this type writing.
Judged from its 1.Clting alone the literature of our
,,,,01·ld has relied heavily on the "kitchen sink." Such
works as Alan Silitoc's Saturday Night and Sundau
Morning spring lo mind, works where the grim, purposeless existence of people. largely Irom working-class
environment of Northern England's smudgy industrial
cities, is portrayed with a heavy dose of naturalistic
realism.
In both "angry novel" and "kitchen sink" story there
appears the type known as the "anti-hero." He has
replaced the genuine hero in literattu·e. And by genuine
I do not mean solely Aristotle's protoypc. Jimmy PorteL·
in Look Baclc in Anger is a type from the lower-social
shelves of Britain who by free education and state
scholarships was raised lo an intellectual level where he
tel'. free to speak out on a w,ide variety of subjects
. :.::.::::::·.;; ·= ;::::;\: .·... .
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has often found himself peering Into those vacuullL'i or
tragedy and mystery whose terrors it's tradftfonaffy been
the office of religion to assist us in confronU11r.H
Apa1·t from the need, then, for the reader to have a
theologic!!l empathy with the author's theme, there is a
deeper requirement fo1· rapport between cl'itic and
theologian, or between English instructor and theologian.
Unless this rapport occurs, both will be the losers. The
result will not be any cL·ass didacticism. It will not be
any Miltonic justification of God's ways to men. Eliot's
T11e Waste Land cannot possibly be understood without
a knowledge of theology. And that exquisite contemporary allegory, Lord of the Flies, hardly conveys its
liternl significance unless there is a full comprehension
of the theological impol'l of the total situation.
The poet, the novelist, the dramatist today intensely
realize that 'Western man exists In a concrete historical
sit11atio11 strongly conditioned by Christian-Judaic attitudes and by the ever-growing influence of the Oriental
mystics. The writer takes his stand for or against. a111l
e\•en though he be not a professional theologian, he
in trafficking in theological Ideas.
To come down to practical cases, I am not thinking
of the more obvious comparisons in lileratu1·c as exists
between MacLeish's J. B. and the Boole of Job, oL· even
about any manufactured analogies between Faulkner's
Absalom, Absalom and the story of David. The theology
in literature of which I speak is deftly woven into the
-N1•ws (Ryan} Photo
very fabric of the writing· in such a way that, !or
example, without a knowledge and appreciation of
For the resolute, no absolute? •••
grace and the problem of evil, the novels of Graham
Greene do not reach either reader OL" critic. NeitheL'
is no recognition on the hero's part or his ironic position
Faulkner's mystique of predestination nor Kafka's
because he is too stupid. Yet such a hero fits easily into
eschatological forebodings nor Joyce's anxiety in reconthe "kitchen-sink" literature which has achieved a
ciling art and belief comes alive unless a basic theology
prominence in our world today.
is understood.
Now throughout such writing today runs current the
In 1957 Columbia University's English Institute pubtheme of protest as in Silitoe's Loneliness of the Longlished a volume entitled Literature and Belief featuring
Distance Runner, the theme of a loveless sex as in
articles by such esteemed critics as M. H. Abrams,
A Ta.~te of Honey and A Kind of Loving, and of raw,
Cleanth Brooks, and Douglas Bush. The main idea that
brutal living as in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning
permeated the volume was that since literature is a
and This Sporting Life. But all these themes, I feel, are
human activity, the writer's theological atti1udes are a
accidental and tangenital to the literature itseir. Behind
constitutive element of his work and thus a necessary
the angry protest, behind the sordid. settings, behind
object for the critic. If, then, poets, novelists, and
the loveless society, lies a more important factor in
dramatists are occupied with values that are ultimately
modern and contemporary literature: the theology of
theological in content, then readers and critics must be
·=.:..=:.::::· ...·· ·::·::··:.:·::·.:.:-.: ..:·: : .. . •. . :·;·.~.=~- . :·~· ·=·:;~-~--· ··.-.... : ..... ··. ·::· ... ~: ·: :":·:" ..... ··~ . :···
...:::
prepared to deal with them.
However, the _.oblem of theologian and critic is not
easily solved. It would be disastrous if we turned baclc
the clock to Matthew Arnold and made literature a
surrogate for theology, The result would be a dilution of
theology and the almost total destruction of literature.
But there is a need for the critic to realize more fully
that w1·iters toclay are dealing with· p1·oper theological
the author. And, therefore, it is my thesis that if modern
subjects - original sin, death, concupiscence, predesliterature is to be understood, the theological implica-- tination, redemption, and grace. The literary critic
tions must be-appreciated.
whose concern is with. a literary wo1·k's integrity mu.;&
It is my conviction that unless the theological imbe prepared to cope with theological ideas.
plications of modern literature are comprehended, the
reader and the critic miss what is at the very heart of '
The time has come, too, I feel, for the theologian
the writer's theme.
to make relevant to literature the revelation to which
Even in the more glossy novels, the slickly written
he is committed. It is time, also, for the critic to become
bits of realism, there is at least the implication of the
more aware of this revelation. I do not think the day
Joss of ariy absolute in men's lives. And such a nihilism
far off when criticism will turn in the direetion of our
l<i the very root of a theological position. ·As Nathan
literature, a tm·n strongly influenced by theology and
Scott of the University of Chicago says in his Modern
explicable only in theological terms. The critic and
Literature and the Religious Frontier, the modern writer
theologian, the English instructor and the theology pro-"in his reflection upon file Issues of existence that in a
fessor, must meet on some common ground if modern
time of crisis have engaged the modern imagination,
lilemture is to be fully and completely appreciated.

Oxonian Savage
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about which his less well-educated Victorian counterpart would have remained silent. Jimmy does little
more than run a candy stall and blow a jazz-trumpet,
but his mind has been trained so that he comments on
the passing scene in a vital, candid manner which is
described as angry. Yet, although he plays the leading
role in the dram:.i. he has not the stature we have -come
traditionally to associate with hero. Somerset Maugham
may be slightly snobbish when he refers to men like
Jimmy PorteL· as "scum," but our instinctive reaction
to him is that he lacks the qualities of greatness which
are trnditionally associated with the he1·oic.
THE "ANTI-HERO" lacks that one quality about
the truly heroic: recognition. In This Sporting Life there

Students' Rescue Try Fails;
N11rse Suffocates· During Fire
Efforts by two Xavier students

to rescue a registered nurse from
her tlaming a pa rt me n l were
thwarted by den~c smoke January 10.
Mrs. Frances Heinri!!hs, 32,
died of carbon monoxide poisoning and inhalation of superheated
ail' on the 11001· or her bedroom
while Henry Bergman and John
Snate tried to break down her
door.
The youths, who live In another fourth-floor apartment in
&he nine-story Parkdale Building
at 4201 Reading Road, turned in
ahe alarm when theJ' saw smoke
pouring fron1 Mr!l. .lleinrlchs's
rooms. They sumnaoned a night·
watchman, then tried &o enter
the apartment but were almost
overcome themselves by the ln&ense heat and acrid fumes.
Firemen found Mrs. Heinrichs's
charred body when they ext_inguished the blaze 15 minutes
after the alarm was sounded.
Grim hanclprints on a sooted wall
indicated that the victim had
been groping fo1· an exit when
.she was overcome. Mrs. Hein-

richs, whose husband was killed
in an auto accident 14 years ago,
was dead on arrival at General
Hospital. She had a 14-year-old
daughter who lives with relatives.
'
Investigators reported that Mrs.
Heimichs returned home in a
taxicab about half-an-hour before the fire was discovered at
1:3')' a.m.
She had been taken to Jewish
Hospital by the Life S q u a d
earlier that evenln&" for treatment of head and ankle Injuries
suft'ered when she collapsed and
fell down a flight of stairs at the
Hotel Terrace-Hiiton. Mrs. Heinrichs, who was employed by a
private physician, apparently left
the hospital without recelvinr
treatment. F I r e m e n theorized
that her injuries may ha\•e hampered her attempt to escape,
Assistant Chief Robert Wedig,
head of the Arson Squad, stated
that the death was apparently
accidental. He listed the cause as
careless smoking and estimated
damage at $9500.

Peovle Talk
At XU Forum
Dr. Thomas K. Burch, director of Demographic (science of
population) studies at the Center of Population Research of
Georgetown University, w i 11
speak on Tuesday evening, Feb- ruary 16, at 8:15 p.m. before the
Xavier UniveL'sity Forum. His
topic will be "The Population
Explosion."
Dr. Burch holds degrees from
Loyola College and Princeton
University. He is a member of
the Population Association of
America, the American SociologDonna Leoniu·d suggests that Mounties should adopt new hair ical A.leociation, and the Amerstyles to attract the attention of their idols. This coiffure, entitled ican Catholic · Sociological So"The Subtle Hint," is designed to produce remarkable effects on ciety, serving as associate_ editor
Valentin!'s Day this Sunday.
of its ,review.

Deartaelaes Bring Deadaelaes

Grote Recovering After Car Ilits Raib·oad Uude1·pass
Stephen Grote, 20, a business
administration student in the
evening division, is· reported i·ecovering at Good Samaritan Hospital from injuries received when
the car in which he was a passenger struck an abutment on
the Pennsylvania Railroad overpass at 1400 Eastern Ave. at 5
a.m, Satu,.day,

Attendants at the hospital stated Grote, 1125 Crestwood Ave.,
Ml. Lookout, suffered severe lacerations to his throat, neck, and
face, and shock. His condition
was described as "fair" at press
time.
Traffic Bureau Patrolman Jessie Armontrout repo1·ted that the

1964 impc.rted compact auto was
being driven east on Eastern
Avenue by Robert Ziegler, 28,
2545 Handasyde Ave., when it
failed to round a sharp bend,
Armontl'Out cited Ziegler tor
reckless driving,
The overpass has been the
scene of numerous fatal acci·
dents ii} recent years,

